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 Introduction

Welcome to Your Plant-Powered
Journey!

 Congratulations on taking
the first step towards a

healthier, plant-powered
lifestyle! Transitioning to a

plant-based lifestyle isn't just
about changing what's on
your plate – it's also about
mental preparation. In this

guide, we'll explore the
importance of mental

readiness and provide you
with tips to help you succeed

on your journey.



For me, there has always
been something about

mental preparation that puts
me on lock when I have a

goal. Mindset is everything.
When I can envision a thing, I

can do a thing. Now, that’s
how I roll. Yes mam, yes sir,
when I put my mind to it, it’s
as good as done. And guess

what? You’re NO different
from me! We all are made in

God’s likeness and in His
image, which means we can
do above AND beyond what
we can think or imagine! No
matter what it is. YOU CAN

DO IT when you put your
mind to it!



Think about it. When was the
last time there was

something you really wanted
to accomplish? That little

negative voice in the back of
your mind kept telling you
that you COULDN’T DO IT.
But there was a stronger

voice cheering you on and
telling you that you COULD

DO IT! You wanted that thing
so bad that you could taste it
and you weren’t taking no for

an answer. And you DID A
THING! You made it happen

because you MENTALLY
PREPARED for it. You saw it
and you believed in yourself!



The mind is EXTREMELY
POWERFUL! But you already
know that, right? I think it’s
amazing how it can be so
easy for one to use their
mind to create negative
thoughts versus positive

ones. It just makes sense to
me that the VERY SAME
MIND that we use to talk

ourselves OUT of a thing is
the VERY SAME MIND that

we can ALSO use to talk
ourselves INTO a thing! I’m
just saying. Lest I bore you,
let’s get into the mindset as

it relates to the plant-
powered lifestyle. Are you

ready? Let’s GO!



Understanding the Plant-Powered
Mindset

What is a Plant-Powered
Mindset?

 Adopting a plant-powered
mindset means embracing a

positive and determined
attitude towards your dietary
choices. It involves setting
clear intentions, visualizing

success, and believing in
yourself. By cultivating a

resilient mindset, you'll be
better equipped to navigate
challenges and stay focused

on your goals.



Strategies for Mental
Preparation

 Here are some strategies to
help you mentally prepare for
your plant-powered journey:

 



 Set Clear Intentions:
 

Define your reasons
for transitioning to a
plant-based lifestyle.

Whether it's for health,
environmental, or
ethical reasons,
clarifying your

intentions will help
keep you motivated.



Knowing WHY you do what
you do can certainly keep you

focused and help you
overcome those days when

you just want to throw up your
hands and say, “Just forget
it.” And can I be honest and
tell you that you WILL have
those days? And don’t beat

yourself up when you fall off
the bandwagon and feel like

throwing in the towel.
Remember, you’ve

MENTALLY PREPARED
yourself to do this, and

NOTHING, I mean
ABSOLUTELY NOTHING is

going to stop you from
staying the course!



 Visualize Success: 
Imagine yourself thriving on
a plant-based diet. Visualize

the benefits you'll
experience, such as

increased energy, improved
health, and a greater sense

of well-being.

Elizabeth Marvel said, “If you
can SEE IT, you can BE IT.

And I believe in that.”
So go ahead and visualize
yourself embracing your

plant-powered journey. I’m a
living testimony that it’s

possible! Why? I’m LIVING
IT!



 Believe in Yourself:

 Cultivate self-confidence
and believe that you have

the strength and resilience
to succeed. Trust in your
ability to make positive
changes and overcome

obstacles along the way.
It’s okay to look to others for
encouragement, but here’s

where you have to look
WITHIN YOURSELF and

know that you know that you
know that you KNOW you
can do this. This is about

YOU believing in YOU! You
got this!



      Prepare for Challenges:

 Anticipate potential challenges
and setbacks, such as cravings,
social pressure, or dining out.

Have strategies in place to deal
with these obstacles, such as

meal planning, finding
supportive communities, and
practicing self-compassion.

There’s a saying that when we
fail to PLAN we PLAN to fail.

Always stay a few steps ahead
of the game. Don’t allow

yourself to get caught off
guard. PLAN, PLAN, PLAN!
Again, the challenges WILL

come, but better to be prepared
than unprepared!



      

      Stay Focused on Your
Goals: 

Keep your goals front and
center in your mind. Remind

yourself why you embarked on
this journey and stay

committed to your vision of a
healthier, plant-powered

lifestyle.
Let me reiterate - when your

WHY is strong and rock solid,
this increases your chances of
remaining focused when all the
bright lights are flashing to lure
you away from your goal. Your

WHY gives you the grit, the
gumption, the intestinal

fortitude to keep your eyes on
the prize. The prize is

OPTIMAL HEALTH!



Conclusion
You've Got This!

 Transitioning to a plant-
powered lifestyle requires

more than just changing your
diet – it requires a shift in

mindset. By mentally
preparing yourself for the

journey ahead and adopting a
positive attitude, you'll be well-

equipped to embrace the
benefits of plant-based living.

Remember, you have the
power to make a positive

change for yourself and the
planet. You've got this!

Cynthia



I MENTALLY PREPARED AND
WENT FROM HERE...



TO HERE!!!



We hope you found it
valuable and insightful. If
you have any questions,

feedback, or inquiries, we'd
love to hear from you.

Please don't hesitate to
reach out to us using the

contact information below:

Contact Us

info@cynthiamobleyhowell.com

813.551.8244

https://howellareyou.com

Thank you for reading

‘Embracing a Plant-Powered
Mindset: Preparing Mentally

for a Plant-Powered
Lifestyle.’



Social Media

Feel free to connect with us on
social media for updates, tips,

and more valuable content
related to

‘Embracing a Plant-Powered
Mindset: Preparing Mentally

for a Plant-Powered Lifestyle.’

Thank you again for your
support, and we look forward

to connecting with you!

howellareyou

howellareyou_




